Read the questions carefully and answer the questions that follow:

1. **Agreement of verb with the subject:**
   a) Hate and jealousy ___ human emotions.
   b) No nook or corner ___ left untouched
   c) Neither praise nor blame ___ to effect him.
   d) Neither the chairman nor the directors ___ interested.
   e) Honour and glory ___ his reward
   f) Either Mohit or his brothers ___ to be blamed.
   g) The three musketeers ___ written by Dumas.
   h) The quality of the Mangoes ___ not good.

2. **Change the voice:**
   a) He taught me to read German.
   b) Subject him to severe punishment
   c) All desire wealth but some acquire it.
   d) He will be greatly surprised if they chose him
   e) Summon the fire brigade.
   f) Alas! we shall hear his voice no more.
   g) Without effort nothing can be gained
   h) The quality of the mangoes ___ not good.
Write a composition of about 300 words on the topic given below:

What are the advantage and disadvantage of growing up in an extended family and in a nuclear family? Narrate your own experience and evaluate which type of family you would prefer and why?

JOINT FAMILY - restricted freedom-no privacy-but everyone cared for and looked after-together in times of joy and sorrow.

NUCLEAR FAMILY - parents and children alone-hectic life-individuality, freedom and privacy-but isolated in joy and sorrow-have to depend on friends and neighbours.

MY PREFERENCE - nuclear family-working and caring parents-friendly and helpful neighbourhood-potential and development-however, holidays and festivals preferred with joint family.

NOTE--opinion may vary.